ANDRÁS KOVÁCS

TIIE SIX-DAY WAR AND TIIE SOCIALIST BLOC:
SELECTED DOCUMENTS FROM HUNGARIAN ARCIDVES

INTRODUCTION
"Since six o'clock this moming, reports of combat operations in the Middle
East have been reaching us. " János Kádár, First Secretary of the Central
Committee of the Hungarian Socialist Workers' Party (HSWP), wrote this
laconic comment by hand at the top of the first of a series of documents
compiled by his secretariat on the Six-Day War and its consequences. The
document, which summarizes a telephone conversation held by Kádár with
Soviet party leader Brezhnev in the aftemoon of June 5, 1967 (see Document
1.) , was followed in the ensuing days and weeks by a large number of
memoranda, reports, and other papers. The documents presented here are a
selection of those written recorcls. 1
Based on the large number of publications on the 1967 war, it is possible to
gain an accurate picture not only of the war itself, but also of the global
political context in which the con.flict occurred. It is widely kn.own that Soviet
policy playecl a central role in the events leading up to the Six-Day War, in the
unfolding of the war, and in subsequent developments. A volume published by
Yaakov Ro'i and Boris Morozov in 2005 2 contains a multifaceted analysis of
important documents on this subject. Since the opening of the commun.ist
archives, however, few documents have been published on the leaders of the
Soviet-bloc countries' reaction to the war ancl on the accompanying political
crisis. 3 Even fewer documents have been publishecl on the information shared
with Israel by the Soviet leadership during the crisis and on the Soviet
perception of the Arab world and Israel. Little has also been written on the
factors determining Soviet policies, or on their ability to assess and apply
national interests where such interests conflicts with the interests of the Soviet
Un.ion. Although the documents presented below provide novel insights into

1 Among János Kádár's stalements on the 1967 war in thc Middle East, we havc already
puhlished "Spcech of János Kádár at the Politburo meeting of 13 June 1967" (Magyar Országos
Levéltár, M-KS-288f. 5/427/1967), introduced by András Kovács, inAndrás Kovács and Eszter
Andor (eds.),jewis/J Studies at t/Je CEU 2002-2003, vol. 111 (Budapest): pp. 263-267; For all the
documents of Kádár's secretariat, see Magyar Országos Levéltár [Hungarian NationaJ Archivesl,
Kádár János Titkársága l]ános Kádár's Secretariatl, 288. f. 47. cs.
2 Yaakov Ro'i and Boris Morozov (eds.), '/be Soviet Union and thejune 1967 Six-Day War
(Wuodrow Wilson Center Press, Stanfo rd Universit y Press: Stanford, 2008).
3 A Bulgarian documcnt and a Polish docume nt are publishcd in Ro'i and Morozov (eds.), op.
cit. , pp. 294-301 and 336-338. Tbc same work contains an anicle on BuJgarian policy at the time
of the Middle Eastern c risis. Sec Jordan Baev, Eastern Europe and the Six-Day War: '/be Case of
Bulgaria, in op. cit. , pp. 172-196.
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Soviet Middle Eastem policy, the selection's primary purpose is to facilitate an
understanding of the afarementioned issues, particularly in respect to the
Hungarian Socialist Workers' Party (HSWP).4
The most comprehensive published document on Soviet policy at the time
of the Six-Day War was Soviet party leader Brezhnev's account of events,
which were given in a speech at the plenary session of the Central Committee
of the CPSU on June 20, 1967. 5 ln his speech, Brezhnev summarized and
evaluated the Soviet view of events and then explained the Soviet position on
policy toward the Middle East. He also mentioned that during the crisis he had
kept in daily telephone contact with the party leaders of Soviet-bloc countries.
Hungarian documents verify such contacts. For instance, among the
documents produced by Kádár's secretariat records are Brezhnev's daily
telephone conversations with Kádár between June 5 and June 12. Vladimir
Titov, Soviet Ambassador to Hungary, also briefed Kádár every day in order to
inform the Hungarian party leadership of the latest military, diplomatic, and
political developments.
The Kádár documents essentially confirm what we already knew from other
sources: the Soviet Union-despite having contributed to an increase in
tensions in the Middle East as a means of expanding its influence-had no wish
far a war between the Arab countries and Israel, and had no knowledge of the
unilateral Arab actions that had contributed to the outbreak of war (including
a demand far the withdrawal of UN troops and the closure of the Straits of
Tiran). The Soviet Union advised the Egyptian and Syrian leaders to avoid
becoming embroiled in a war; Nasser even pledged to heed this advice. Both
befare and after the war, the Soviet leadership opposed radical Arab
propaganda calling far Israel's destruction. During the war it also gave no
credence to the provocative reports issued by senior military circles in Egypt,
which accused the United States of direct intervention. Moreover, throughout
this period the Soviet leadership kept the "hotline" to the American president
open; indeed, it believed initially that, acting together, the Soviet Union and the
United States might be able to persuade the Israelis to accept a ceasefire and
to withdraw to their pre-conflict positions. Brezhnev also informed Kádár of
the diplomatic successes, inclucling French President De Gaulle's acceptance
of a Soviet ceasefire proposal that required a full Israeli withdrawal, as well as
Nasser's withdrawal of his resignation and the apparently successful attempts
to bolster his regime as a member of the Non-Aligned Movement rather than
as a Soviet ally. This was a possibility raised by Nasser during Nikolai
Podgorny's visít to Egypt in the immediate aftermath of the war.6 Qlodgorny
4 The archival research was carried out ín the framework of the CEU Jewish Studies rescarch
projcct , lbe Conununist Parl)1State and tbeJews: fuplorntion and Stud.y ofSourc:es. Vera Pécsi,
economic historian , and Kata Rohus (PhD Student, CEU) assisted in processing the documents.
5 See Ro'i and Morozov (eds.), op. cit., pp. 302-335.
6 A Hungarian version of an account of Podgorny's visit to Egypt un June 21-24 is induded
among the Kádár papers. lt has not bcen included in tlús selection bccause an almost identical
document dispatched by the Soviet Forcign Muústry to ambassadors in the Soviet-bloc countries
has alrcady been published in English. Sec Ro'i and Morozov (eds.), op. cit. , pp. :;40-347.
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was President of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet). This last endeavor
shows that the Soviet leadership was quick to recognize that, despite its errors
leading up to the war and a significant decline in its influence and prestige as
a result of the war, it could still benefit politically from the Arab military defeat,
which could open up new possibilities for increasing the Soviet influence and
military presence in the Middle East.
The Kádár documents provide new infonnation about the relationship
between the Soviet Union and the dependent satellite states, as well as the
positions taken by the various Warsaw Pact countries and the differences and
tensions that arose between them. The first striking observation is that the
Soviet leadership clearly decided to provide regular information to the political
leaders ofthe satellite states-information that acknowledged political failures,
as well as the risks ofvarious courses of action. Moreover, the Soviet leadership
also asked for other leaders' opinions on a host of issues. Thus, at the height
of the crisis, on June 9 leaders of the communist parties and governments
attended a summit in Moscow, which had been convened at a day's notice.
Subsequently, after the füst wave of military strife and diplomatic friction, they
met once again at a conference in Budapest onJuly 11-12. According to some
analyses, the Soviet leadership's aim in holding such talks was to persuade the
European socialist countries to shoulder a greater burden when it came to
rearming the Soviet Union's Arab allies and offering them economic
assistance. 7 This is a possibility, but the gesture may also have been indicative
of Moscow's fear that a manifest weakening of Soviet superpower influence
would strengthen those forces within the "fraternal parties," which sought
greater independence and autonomy in foreign policy making and perhaps in
other fields.
Among the selected documents, the summary of the urgently convened
Moscow conference reveals the most about the reactions of the Warsaw Pact
countries to the new situation and to Soviet policy. As the document shows,
Gomulka, Novotny and Zhivkov-the party leaders in Poland, Czechoslovakia
and Bulgaria-gave their in1D1ediate support to the Soviet stance and endorsed
Brezhnev's proposal that a statement be issued condemning "Israeli
aggression" and offering w1reserved support to the Arab countries. A slightly
different tone was strnck by Walter Ulbricht, General Secretary of the Socialist
Unity Party of Germany, who was one of the initiators of the meeting. Although
Ulbricht favored a joint declár;ition, he also pushed for additional, presumably
military, steps to "prevent aggression," over and above the dip.Iomatic efforts.
He also insinuated- in an implicit criticism of the Soviet leadership-that a
lack of cooperation between the socialist countries had contributed to the
crisis. ln his response, Brezhnev rejected such criticism. Ulbricht's stance
evidently played a partin his subsequent fali from grace, and his loss of his
position as party secretary in 1971.

7 See Yaakov Ro'i and Duna P. Adamsl.-y, "Conclusions," in Ro'i ami Morozov (eds.), p. 27 1.
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Of the various speeches made in Moscow, the Romanian party leader
Ceausescu's arguments provoked the greatest clebate. Although Ceausescu
agreed in principle that the post-war situation needed to be altered by peaceful
means to the benefit of the Arab states, he did not think that Israel alone should
be blamed for the outbreak of war. ln his view, the Arab countries had set out
to destroy Israel, and this had placed them in opposition to world public
opinion, including the Western communist parties and "the many branches of
the progressive movement." For this reason, Romania could not support the
Arab countries. Ceausescu also expressed opposition to the issuing of a joint
declaration.
As a result, the Hungarian party leader, János Kádár, tried to strike a balance
between the various positions. ln his record of the meeting, alongside
Ceausescu's words, he wrote the following by hand: "Atpresent the important
thing is not the issuing of a declaration. lt would be enough to publish a
communiqué stating that a meeting was held between representatives of
our parties and countries on the situation in the Middle East." It is difficult
to decide whether Kádár wrote this comment in order to have a more accurate
record of the Romanian leader's words, or as an expression of his own
thoughts. At any rate, in his speech, he proposed a compromise solution: he
suggested that a statement, or communiqué, be issued rather than a joint
declaration; such a statement would indicate that the meeting's aim had been
to reconcile the various positions, and that the participants agreed on the
major issues and wished to take joint action. As we know, this proposal was
not accepted.
From today's perspective, the most important speech at the meeting was
that of Josip Tito, President of Yugoslavia. Since the Yugoslav communist
leadership generally kept its distance from joint actions organized by the
Soviet-clominated Warsaw Pact, Tito's participation in the meeting was, in
itself, an important sign of change-a fact noted with satisfaction in the
internal memos on preparatory consultations for the meeting. The speech
reveals that Tito, who maintained close relations witb Nasser, the other major
leader of the Non-Aligned Movement, knew all the things of which the Soviet
leadership, by its own admittance, was ignorant-for instance, Egypt's
intention to close the Gulf of Aqaba-and supported such action. The general
strategic conclusions drawn by Tito from the events of the Six-Day War
comprise the most important part of his speech. The Yugoslav leader in effect
proposed that the communist countries should review their strategy on local
wars. ln his opinion, nuclear weapons had substantially reduced the risk of
local wars becoming global wars. If the socialist countries continued to fear
involvement in local wars in order to avoid a global nuclear conflict, tben this
erroneous evaluation of the situation would create favorable conditions for
the "imperialists," who were extending their spheres of influence by means of
a whole series of local wars. 8 With this line of thought, Tito appears to have
8 According to Tito, Greece (after the cuup ú "etat) and ltaly were preparing for such a locaJ
war against Yugoslavia.
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touched on a subject that may have divided the Soviet leadershíp itself. The
documents on the Six-Day War show that Brezhnev and Ws colleagues were of
the view that the Chinese (and the Cubans) were encouraging the Egyptian
and Syrian leaderships to intensify the Middle East conflict until a war broke
out. Indeed, Chinese influence may explaín why the Arab leaders took such
provocative steps without füst discussing their actions with the Soviet Union.
The main regional spokesman for the Chinese position-apart from a part of
the Egyptian and Syrian military leadership-was Houari Boumediene,
President of Algeria. After some hesitation (see Document 9 and 13), the Soviet
leadership welcomed Boumediene to Moscow, and even then he attempted to
persuade the Soviet leadership that the war must be continued-in the spirit
of Che Guevera and by creating a "second Vietnam. "9 Until the Six-Day War,
the Soviet leadership considered the Chinese strategy to be a provocation
aimed at bringing about a war between the Soviet Un.ion and the United States,
enabling China, as the third power, to emerge as the winner. Now, however,
Tito-who could not be accused of sympathizing with the Chinese party or
with Chinese policy-was proposing the same thing as tbc Chinese. He was
also doing so ina context that had been discussed by the Soviet leadership:
Iocal wars had to be undertaken, since these could be won without risking a
global conflict. Tito's stance could have enhanced the influence of those
within the Soviet leadershíp who had similar views. At any rate, this is one of
the possible conclusions that may be drawn from Brezhnev's speech at the
plenary sessíon of the Central Committee on June 20. Brezhnev said the
following:
We rightfully thought and continue to think that our main protagonist is the
United States and also, ofcourse, the FRG. Whenever we discuss questions of war
and peace, this principally is what we have in mind, antl therefore, the possibility
of a 'major' world war. But life has shown that there can also be small, so-called
local, wars. .... Consequently, we must have milítary-strategic and tactical plans
regarding wars that have a local character. Our political, diplomatic and militaty
people have to study al/ sides of the question where such wars may arise and
prepare their positions for such an event (Cries: Correct!) ... ln a word, our
military doctrines, our milita1J1 plans and calculations, as well as our concrete
actions in the sphere ofmilitmy policy, have to bear in mind alt these new factors
and to anticipate in good time tbe possible course of events, not only in direct
relation to the defense of' tl:}e Soviet Union, but also regarding questions
pertaining to the support offriendly states. 10

It seems, therefore, that Tito contributed to the change in strategy that
resulted in the Soviet Union's involvement-from the mid-1970s onward-in
9 See Brezh.nev's speech onJune 20, 1967, in Ro'i and Morozov (eus.), op. cit. , p . 332 and
Todor Zhivkov's account at the plenary session of the Central Committee of the Bulgarian
Commwlist Party on June 14, 1967, in Ro'i and Morozov (e<ls.), op. cit. , p . 295. Strikingly, the
parts of Brczhnev's speech rclating to China's policies arc absent from the text.
10 Ro'i and Morozov (e<ls.), op. cit., p. 333.
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a series of conflicts with catastrophic consequences for Soviets, such as the
civil wars ín Africa and Afghanistan.
Neither the summary of the Moscow meeting nor the other documents
indicate whether the participating countries decided collectively to break off
relations with lsrael. ln his speech at the plenary session of the Central
Committee Brezhnev underlined: ''We did not ask the other socialist countries
to sever diplomatic relations with /srael. But our common understanding
of tbe situation ... and tbe atmosphere of unity led to ... severing relations
with Israel. "11 On the second day of the conference Qune 10), the Soviet Union
announced the breaking off of diplomatic relations with Israel, a similar
announcement was made by Czechoslovakia several hours later, by Bulgaria
the next day and finally by Hungary and Poland onJune 12. Kádár informed
Brezhnev of Hungary's decision on the same day. According to Kádár's
account, Brezhnev replied that "this is in line with the common position
elaborated in Moscow. He is pleased that everything is in order here and we
can take this step" (See Document 9). Ali of this indicates that although the
Soviet leadership expected the other countries to break off relations, it left a
"loophole" open: countries could delay or avoid making this decision by citing
serious political difficulties, including intraparty conflicts or social tensions.
Kádár decided against such a course.
Based on the Kádár documents and other Hungarian documents, it is
possible to reconstruct the goals of Hungarian policy at the time of the SixDay War and in its immediate aftermath. Kádár set the tone at the meeting of
the Politbüro that took place a day after the outbreak of war. He told those ín
attendance that the Middle East conflict needed to be treated first and foremost
as a foreign policy issue. He did not deviate from this basic position until his
speech to the Politbüro a week later, on June 13. 12 At that time he was
obviously well aware that various groups in society and among the country's
intellectuals-including party members-opposed the pro-Arab policy and
sympathized with Israel. Therefore, after giving an account of the Moscow
conference, he used quite a harsh tone for announcing the introduction of
measures against those deviating from the party line. Kádár's announcement
probably explains the purges that took place during the subsequent period,
which primarily affected officials of Jewish ancestry working at the foreign
ministry, the interior minisu-y, and in the military apparatus. ln general, Kádár
and the Hungarian party leadership had two main objectives. The füst
objective was to meet Soviet expectations in füli, but, wherever possible, to
interpret them flexibly or at least to avoid being the first country to fulfill them.
The second objective was to keep the consequences of the conflict out of
domestic politics. As the various documents show, Kádár had a profound
disdain for the Arabs and believed that their poor military performance was
due to their civilizational and c ultural backwardness (other communist

11 Ro'i and Morozov (eds.), op. cit. , p . 32 1.
12 See "Speech of János Kádár at the Politburo meeting of 13 June 1967" in op. cit.
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leaders-for instance, the Bulgarians-gave similar explanations for the Arab
armies' humiliating defeat ín spite oftheir being equipped with modem Soviet
weaponry). Kádár mistrusted the Arab leaders, even those pursuing pro-Soviet
and anti-Westem policies. He was convinced-as the record of his
conversation with Egyptian Ambassador Fouad shows (Document 10)-that
power ín the Arab countries actually lay in the hands of soldiers, therefore, it
was impossible to have confidence in the intentions or promises of politicians.
On the other hand, he considered the military leadership incalculable and
unreliable, as experience had shown. Kádár also feared that radical Arab
political leaders such as Boumediene, or extremist elements in the Syrian or
Egyptian military leadership, might provoke further conflicts, thereby dragging
in the Soviet Union and its allies. When Brezhnev criticized the Arab radicals
at the Budapest conference, 13 Kádár took the opportunity at the ensuing
meeting of the Politbüro to urge those responsible within the party to provide
in.formation to inform the party membership of such dangers. The same
meeting saw a discussion of how Hungary might fulfill Arab requests for
assistance (Document 14). The document clearly indicates that the Arab
countries sent the same list of needs to all the socialist countries. The words
of Prime Minister Jenő Fock and First Secretary János Kádár show that the
Hungarian political leadership sought to make the kast possible number of
commitments and to ensure that any obligations undertaken would impose a
minimal burden on the country's economy. They strove to minimize the
amounts of assistance and to supply items that were either plentiful or in stock.
They also attempted to make sure that goods requested by Egypt or Syria were
supplied to these cow1tries as part of a financial transaction.
The selected cloc uments are available at the Hungarian National Archives
( MOL).

13 See Brezhnev's speech at the meeting in Polish Recor<l of Meeting of Soviet-Bloc Leaders
(and Tiro) in Budap est, "Col<l War Jntcmational History Project (CWIHP) Vis ual Archive," The
Woodrow Wilson Jntematio nal Center for Scholars, w ww.CWIHP.org.
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